ESCHATOLOGY 101
Eschatology: study of the last days or end times.
ESCHATOLOGY 101

Proper Hermeneutic
Make Sense of the Millennium
Right View of the Rapture
Hermeneutics: theory or method of interpretation.
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Preterism
Historicism
Idealism
Futurism
Preterism: those who favor the past.
Preterism: majority of prophetic events were fulfilled in 70 A.D.
Historicism: Timeline from Acts through Today. Spiritualizes text.
Futurist: Revelation is mostly prophetic. Literal events.
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Millennium: Believers ruling & reigning with Christ for 1000 years.
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Amillennialist
Post-Millennialist
Pre-Millennialist
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Amillennialist

1st Coming

Symbolic 1000 yrs. of Ruling & Reigning

2nd Coming
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Post-Millennialist

1st Coming

2nd Coming

Enjoying 1000 yrs.

Christianize the World
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Pre-Millennialist

1st Coming  2nd Coming  Final Judgement

1000 yrs.
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A Week = 7 Years
70 yrs $\times$ 7 = 490 yrs
"...490 years are determined for your people and for your holy city"
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490 yrs.

- 458 B.C. Restore Jerusalem
- 483 yrs. Messiah
- 70 A.D. Temple Destroyed
- 3.5 yrs. Final 7 yrs. Reign
- 3.5 yrs.

Final 7 yrs.
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Proper Hermeneutic
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Church Age

Messiah

(CHURCH)

70 A.D. Temple Destroyed

Reign

Final 7 yrs.

3.5    3.5
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**Post-Tribulation**

1st Coming  \rightarrow  Tribulation  \rightarrow  Rapture/2nd Coming  \rightarrow  1000 yrs Reign
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Mid-Tribulation

1st Coming → Tribulation → Rapture → Great Tribulation → 2nd Coming → 1000 yrs Reign

1000 yrs Reign
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Pre-Wrath

1st Coming → Rapture → 2nd Coming

Tribulation → Great Tribulation → 1000 yrs Reign
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Pre-Tribulation

1st Coming

Rapture

Tribulation

2nd Coming

1000 yrs Reign